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There is no identity without memory 
 
After the milestone that was its fifth anniversary in 2018, IberoDocs - the Ibero-American Documentary Film Festival                 
in Scotland - is about to deliver its sixth edition. For the first time, the festival has expanded in time as it will take                        
place over six weeks starting from April 11th until May 19th. Once again, it will embrace both Edinburgh and                   
Glasgow. 
 
Each year, the festival strives to bring its audience a diverse and rich programme touching several themes and                  
issues. This year, IberoDocs will focus on both memory and identity as it will bring forth a selection of films enriched                     
by testimonies, archive, and confessions to succeed in the quest highlighted by Claudia Gonçalves, Co-Founder of                
the Edinburgh Shamanic Centre - who is going to introduce the opening film Ex-Shaman - “it is only when we begin                     
to remember who we truly are that the healing begins and the power returns to our lives”. 
 
With the sponsorship of Boteco do Brasil and Camões - Instituto da Cooperação e da Língua, IberoDocs will                  
present a thriving focus on Brazilian documentary films including a short animated film, Òrun Àiyé - The Creation of                   
the World, screening before the opening film, Ex-Shaman. This first two films are deeply connect to the spiritual                  
world of Brazilian heritage. In particular, Òrun Àiyé will offer a dynamic account of the myths informing Brazilian                  
cosmogony as in the words of a grandfather telling tales to her granddaughter. On the other hand, with Ex-Shaman                   
the audience will be able to learn the story of the titular character, an ex-shaman of the Amazonian “Paiter Surui”                    
tribe, who feels disconnected from his community and the world of the spirits after the white man made the first                    
contact with his tribe in 1969 and brought several innovations. 
 
The focus will continue verging on the music and the performative scene with a couple of entertaining titles:                  
Yorimatã (voted one of the best films of 2015 by Brazilian critics and audiences), and Divine Divas. Whereas the                   
first centers on composers, singers, and multi-instrumentalists Luhli and Lucina and their alternative lifestyles in the                
70s, Divine Divas shifts the focus to a theatre where the first Brazilian drag queens were performing. It is an                    
enriching documentary that portrays these artists as they challenged the conservatism of their society while fighting                
for their freedom of embracing their true selves. Also, the director of Yorimatã, Rafael Saar, will come to Edinburgh                   
from Brazil to attend the festival and introduce his film to the Scottish audience.  
 
The last two films to be featured in the Brazilian focus are Brasilia, Life after Design and Who is Bárbara Virgínia?.                     
The first title, presented in collaboration with SEDA (Scottish Ecological Design Association), wants to give a human                 
face to an utopian dream, as was the project of visionary architect Oscar Niemeyer to create a space that would                    
birth “the new Brazilian citizen”. Who is Bárbara Virgínia? will be screened at The University of Edinburgh being an                   
informative documentary on the first Portuguese woman to ever direct a feature film and go to the first edition of the                     
Cannes Film Festival in 1946. 
 
As part of some parallel activities IberoDocs is offering its audience, there will be a couple centered on Brazil: a                    
Forro workshop where people could have a go at one of the most intimate dances from Brazil and a Family day with                      
a screening of an animated short and a workshop of Capoeira in collaboration with Lusofonias – Oficinas de                  
Português. 
 
IberoDocs invites to dive into its Brazilian focus to discover the different faces of this country, starting from its                   
cultural roots leading to its contradiction and its future. 
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About IberoDocs: Ibero-American Documentary Film Festival Scotland. 
 
IberoDocs is the first showcase for Ibero-American culture in Scotland, focused on documentary films by Spanish, Portuguese and                  
Latin-American filmmakers. The 6th edition of the festival will take place in Edinburgh and Glasgow from April 11th until May 19th. 
 


